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I am humbly welcoming all our guests, supporters, members, exmembers and non-members on this auspicious occasion of the 30th
anniversary of Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship Society Incorporated.
I thank almighty Allah to give us the opportunity to celebrate this
occasion amidst the COVID-19 pandemic without any restrictions. I
sincerely appreciate the efforts taken by the NZ Govt., the opposition
parties and most importantly, the New Zealand people to protect us from
COVID 19 pandemic and supporting the community at large.
BNZFS was registered as an Incorporated Society on 25 July 1991. The
30th anniversary is a great occasion for all of our members, executive
committee, non-members, past members, past officials, supporters and
volunteers. Without their efforts and contribution this organisation would
not have achieved what BNZFS achieved today! Thanks to all of them.
The foundation of BNZFS was laid 30 years ago with the view to ensuring
quality representation, and to provide advocacy, networking and
supporting services to the Bangladeshi community. BNZFS also had the
aspiration to nurture and practice the values, language and customs of
Bangladesh freely, as well as to share such aspirations with others to
enrich the multicultural society of this diverse evolving community in New
Zealand. BNZFS is now a well-grown community organisation with
successful track records of working with other community organisations,
multicultural societies, govt. agencies, NGOs and others.
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FOUNDER MEMBERS
Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship Society Inc.
Founder Members: 9th July 1991, Auckland
Sl. No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Name
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Golam Rahman
Mr. Simon Khadem
Mr. Zahir Uddin Bhuiyan
Mr. Mozammel Hoque
Chowdhury
Mr. Rabiur Khan
Mr. R. Hossain
Mr. R V Hassan
Mr. Yousuf Arefin
Mr. Monir Khan
Mr. Kazi Rahman
Mr. Azahar Uddin
Mr. Shabaz Hossain
Mrs. Beb Khan (Mizan’s Wife)
Mrs. Carolyn Rahman (Ata
bhai’s wife)

Witnessed by:
Mr. Mizan Khan
Mt. Albert, Auckland
Approved by Office of Incorporated Societies, Auckland on
25 July 199
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The past 30 years have been a happy and successful period in many
different ways for BNZFS. It has been defined by a kaleidoscope of happy
memories, supportive friendships and enduring relationships among
members and others. I thank also those who supported BNZFS during this
journey. We would like to share the joy and success we have achieved
over these three decades on this auspicious occasion. Of course, there
have also been some paths that might have been slightly more difficult to
travel through this long way. We are able to make New Zealand our home
while working together and make friends with others. Tonight, as we
(Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship Society Inc) celebrate our 30 yeas
anniversary, I value even more, the special people that we are able to
share this occasion with. Thank you!!
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BANGLADESH NEW ZEALAND FRIENDSHIP
SOCIETY INCORPORATED
ESTABLISHED 25th JULY 1991
ROLE OF HONOUR
Year

President

General Secretary

1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97

1998-99
1999-00
2000-01

Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Dr. Iqbal Ahmad
Chowdhury
Dr. Iqbal Ahmad
Chowdhury
Mr. Golam Sarkar Khan
Mr. Abdul Mottaleb
Mr. Ataur Rahman

2001-02
2002-03
2003-04

Mr. Ataur Rahman
Mr. Ataur Rahman
Dr. Ekramul Hoque

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07

Dr. Ekramul Hoque
Dr. Ekramul Hoque
Dr. Jamil Ahmed

2007-08
2008-09

Dr. Ekramul Hoque
Dr. Mohammed Islam
Shakhu

2009-10

Dr. Mohammed Islam
Shakhu
Capt. Mahmood Haider
Khan
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Mr. Jahangir Hussain

Mr. Mizan Khan
Mr. Mizan Khan
Dr. Nurul Momen
Dr. Nurul Momen
Dr. Nurul Momen
Dr. Firoz Ahmed
Swapon
Dr. Firoz Ahmed
Swapon
Mr. Abdul Mottaleb
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Mrs. Ayesha Ahmed
Baby
Mrs. Sayeeda Akhter
Mrs. Sayeeda Akhter
Mrs. Ayesha Ahmed
Baby
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Mr. Rubaiyet Khan
Mr. Shahriar Yamen
Khan
Mr. Rezaur Rahman
Mr. Mohammed
Hussain
Somy
Mr. Reza Chowdhury
Rubel
Mr. Sakib Imran

1997-98

2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21

Mr. Jahangir Hussain
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Capt. Mahmood Haider
Khan
Dr. Daud Ahmed PhD
Dr. Mohammed Islam
Shakhu
Dr. Mohammed Islam
Shakhu

Mr. Rubaiyet Khan
Mr. Moshi U Ahmed
Taposh
Mrs. Lucky N Nahar
Mrs. Lucky N Nahar
Mrs. Lucky N Nahar
Mr. Sunny Kareem
Mr. Sunny Kareem
Mr. Sunny Kareem
Dr. Mohammad Nasir
Uddin Mia PhD
Dr. Mohammad Nasir
Uddin Mia PhD

History Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship
Society Inc. (BNZFS/Society)
(Based on written documents, NZIS correspondence, emails
and oral disposition at BNZFS’s AGMs).

Complied by:
Dr. Mohammed Islam Shakhu
Foundation of BNZFS:
Before 1980, only a few of Bangladeshis were in New Zealand.
Most of them came to study at NZ universities. After thhe
completion of their studies, a small number of people opted to
stay in New Zealand, while the rest either returned to
Bangladesh or moved to another country. In the early 1980s
only couple of Bangladeshi people had applied for residency
and were approved.
From mid to late 1980 there was an influx of Bangladeshi
nationals to New Zealand holding tourist visas from Australia,
Japan, Singapore and Thailand. On arrival they all applied
under refugee status to NZ Immigration Services. It became
necessary to form a formal organisation to assist these people
with respect to and advocacy services on immigration
procedures. Thus, Bangladesh Association of New Zealand
Incorporated (BANZI) was formed by Mr. Ataur Rahman on
30th April 1991 using his office as the official address.
Within two weeks of the formation of BANZI, it was realized
that there were some differences of opinions existed among
members much made it difficult to form one unified
organisation among Bangladeshis at that time. Mr. Rahman
resigned from BANZI after several attempts to mitigate the
differences. However, he was re-approached by a group of
people to form another organization due to lack quality
representations and support they needed for their rights,
privileges and access to resources. Therefore, it was agreed to
form the group called Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship
Society (BNZFS or Society) on 9th July 1991. BNZFS approved
as an Incorporated Society on 25Th July 1991). Mr. Ataur
Rahman then decided to stay with this group to help them to
resolve their problems.
After changes to NZ Immigration Policy in October 1991, some
Bangladeshis (mainly from Australia) started to come to New
Zealand under point system. NZIS granted privilege to both
BANZI and BNZFS for issuing community sponsorships. BNZFS’s
sponsorship program was monitored cautiously and carefully
within the legal guidelines of NZIS. Some of the leaders of other
community organisations made this sponsorship available
commercially via immigrations agents. Several unpleasant
incidents surfaced regarding this immigrations process which
led NZIS to conduct an audit of community sponsorship
program in Bangladesh. The minister of Immigration at that
time Hon’ble Roger Maxwell gave a clean bill of health in writing
to BNZFS.

Properties:

...
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BNZFS raised $100,000/- from donation of community
sponsorship program and bought a unit in Kelston with the
help of Mr. Ataur Rhaman who provided guarantee to the
bank. The unit had been rented out since then which enabled
the mortgage to be gradually paid off. The BNZFS had not
used the rental income for any other purposes other than
paying off the mortgages.
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Many programs and activities of BNZFS used to be conducted by
arranging funds from participants, members’ contributions,
sponsorships, grants and funds from different donor agencies.
BNZFS had a dedicated office since inception. First, at Mr. Ataur
Rhaman’s old office. When Mr. Rahman moved his office from 264
Great South Road, Grey Lynn to Northshore; he then arranged his
office to be rented out to BNZFS in 2003 and an accommodation
grant was secured from Auckland City Council. BNZFS had been
conducting various programs and activities from this office. In
2010, Auckland City Council allocated a space for BNZFS in its
current address, 3 Rowe Street, Onehunga with Shanti Niwbas.
Since then, BNZFS has been running all programs and activities
from this site and often received support from Shanti Niwas to use
their hall for BNZFS’s various community engagement programs.

Membership:
The recruitment for membership process remained very stringent
as Society’s main focus was for the provision of quality services;
services which were not only limited to its members but for all
Bangladeshis in New Zealand and other small community
organizations. Therefore, the number of memberships was not the
primary goals, rather the main goal was to develop programs and
activities that would uphold all Bangladeshis’ images and would
have given them momentum and aspirations.

Cultural Programs, Events and Bangla School:
Since the inception, BNZFS has been arranging various cultural
programs and festivals along with staging celebration and
commemoration of different national and international days with
significances. It was initially difficult for members to attend similar
programs arranged by different organisations either on the same
day or during the same week. This also increased the tension
among community people to attend freely such programs and
activities. Similarly different groups and organisation started Bengali
Language schools. BNZFS initially started school in 1993 but this
was somehow taken over by a group of people who felt
marginalized and formed a separate organisation “Maitree Manch
Therefore, BNZFS started a new Bengali Language School named
Dipshikha with support from Avondale Primary School and financial
assistance from the Ministry of Social Development in 1994. BNZFS
supported Avondale Primary School in securing funds to build
assembly hall and gymnasium. Dipshikha had operated from 1994
to 1999 but then closed due to lack of students and funding.

Advocacy, Networking & Mentoring Services:
BNZFS first developed networking activities with reputable
government agencies, NGOs, other ethnic communities,
Multicultural Societies, donors and funding agencies. The
recruitment for membership process remained very stringent as
Society’s main focus was for the provision of quality services;
services which were not only limited to its members but for all
Bangladeshis in New Zealand and other small community
organizations. Therefore, the number of memberships was not the
primary goals rather the main goal was to develop programs and
activities that would uphold all Bangladeshis’ images and would
have given them momentum and aspirations. BNZFS started
working with Auckland Multicultural Society since 1992, has become
an active member of the organization, and held the valuable
portfolios including treasurer and even president positions of this
prestigious organization. BNZFS’s contributions for the Multicultural
Society, various ethnic communities and refugee forums have been
highly appreciated over the years. Thus, BNZFS has become an
integral part of these diverse communities of New Zealand.

Since November 1991 to October 1995, a number of overseas’
professionals had received residency in New Zealand. Among
them around 1000 doctors, nearly 500 engineers, more than 200
agriculturalists and many other professionals with science
background gained access to New Zealand residency through
point system.

Upon arriving in New Zealand they, however, found that their
qualifications were not approved and hence, they were not
eligible for suitable jon in their respective fields. They became
unemployed and all of them were either working in nonprofessional jobs and or surviving on benefits. There were
around 600 Bangladeshi doctors who were struggling to find
suitable job commensurate to their background. BNZFS
encouraged and helped this professional group to form New
Zealand Overseas Doctor Association Inc. (ODA) for the first
time in April 1994 as stakeholder group to find the way out for
their job opportunities in their respective fields with due
registration process. In reality, ODA struggled a lot initially
within their own divisions with different needs for the different
groups. However, BNZFS had stayed with ODA to support their
needs from 1994 to until 2003 and helped them to lobby with all
political parties including the government to find some workable
solution. With efforts and different lobbying methods the NZ
Govt. agreed to support the ODA and allocated $11.5 million for
re-training program. By the end of 2000, there were 2000
overseas unemployed doctors in New Zealand. Govt. then
officially offered a format of bridging program (which was
proposed by ODA in their constitution in April 1994) for the
overseas’ doctors with some conditions. Through this program
nearly 400 overseas doctors were re-trained and sat for required
examinations. Nearly half of this group were from Bangladesh.
Many of Bangladeshi doctors are now working either in New
Zealand or in Australia. BNZFS was again called to solve the
ODA’s internal problem in 2006 and resolved their issues
successfully at that time too. Unfortunately, the ODA is now
inactive and a new forum has been emerged in 2007 in the
name of NZ Overseas Trained Doctors Group in Auckland.

In early 1997, Bangladesh Engineers Association New Zealand
Incorporated was formed but their activities and programs were
limited to social gatherings only. BNZFS also supported other
professional groups including engineers, agriculturists, teachers,
accountants and bankers and many more.

After the infamous NZIS audit on Bangladesh in 1996, BNZFS
started looking into bilateral relationship between the two
countries at the government, private, business and many other
levels. BNZFS invited a number of guests and high officials
including ministers, bureaucrats, businessmen and many others
to involve and improve the quality of the bilateral relationships.
Some success stories emerged. For example, a group of high
officials and business entrepreneurs started expressing their
interest and visited both countries. A high level of road and
highways experts from Bangladesh visited New Zealand to learn
how to improve the land connections and traffic system back in
Bangladesh. An entrepreneur was interested to export wood
from New Zealand to Bangladesh and trial convoy was sent to
assess the market. A group of garment industry experts came
and visited New Zealand to source the opportunity and so on.

See next column
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Centre for Migrant Research & Development (CMRD),
Radio Ektara and Publications:
In 1995-96, a group of relatively new wealthy engineers,
agriculturists and businessman were interested to invest and
create jobs to eradicate the unemployment among Bangladeshi
Community. BNZFS felt that their proposal was for the best
interests of the community and helped them to conduct a
survey to understand the demand. Before the survey was
completed, the wealthy group departed from the survey and
formed their business separately. Other interested people had
skills and knowledge but they did not have enough financial
capabilities to work around the business ventures. However, in
2003 Dr. Ekramul Hoque Nannu took over as the or President
of BNZFS and arranged for a series of well-reputed programs
including CMRD, Radio Ektara and publications like Ayojon.
BNZFS published Newsletters first in 1992 as “Bangladesh
Bulletin” (published 3 issues by Mr. Mizan Khan), then again
“Society’s Bulletin” in 1997 (by Dr. Jamil Ahmed 2 issues), then
“Ayojon” (1 issue in 2005 by Dr. Jamil Ahmed & Dr. Ekramul
Hoque). Ayojon was converted to quarterly magazine
continued up until 2010. “What’s happening around?” (under
the guidance of Dr. Mohammed Islam Shakhu) a newsletter
was published during 2009-10 as weekly for nearly 60 weeks.
After a pause, “Ayojon” was published irregularly as quarterly
Newsletter from 2015 to 2018 (6 issues). Deshi Whisper is the
current BNZFS’s monthly newsletter started publishing since
February 2021 with target to publish 10 issues in a year and a
yearly magazine, “Ayojon”. Mr. Rubaiyet H Khan started CMRD
in 2004 with a structured format of research and training wing
of BNZFS under guidance of Dr. Hoque. CMRD had provided
autoCAD and Publishers training to a number of people under
CMRD in 2006 which employed many trainees. CMRD had been
inactive for a number of years due to lack of manpower and
funds but revived in 2020, Dr. Bapon Fakhruddin PhD is the
Director.
CMRD published its survey article on “Community-based
response to the COVID-19 pandemic: The case of South Asian
community in Auckland, New Zealand” at the prevention web
(https://www.preventionweb.net/publications/view/73250)

through University of Auckland in October 2020. Radio Ektara had
been broadcasting weekly various Bangla program from Planet
104.6FM band in Auckland from 2005 to 2011 and after a long pause
it has recently restarted weekly program again on 17 July 2021, host
is Vic (Tanvir) Faisal.

Reunification attempt and other works:
In early 2000, after the mass exodus of NZ Bangladeshis to Australia
in 2000-01 there was a large drop in BNZFS membership and its
activities dwindled. Further, due to BNZFS’s prolific works, reputable
status in New Zealand and Mr. Ataur Rahman’s appointment as the
Honorary Counsel of Bangladesh in New Zealand who had to be
impartial to all Bangladeshis in New Zealand, BNZFS members at
that time had agreed to unify two organizations to serve the
community for better achievements. However, year-long discussions
and meetings with different stakeholders to minimize the differences
of opinions was once again scuttled by a group of opponents in
2003. However, BNZFS continued working with community people
and expanding more innovative works and programs to share with
Bangladeshi and Bengali cultures with all other communities. BNZFS
first launched its most informative webpage in June 2004, released
four CDs (‘Kukuru tokuku tara’ for children, songs CDs like Protidhoni
1 & 2 and Uttorshuri). Society received various funds over the years
for different programs and activities, a grant for the post of an office
coordinator and many other funds for programs. BNZFS was able to
nominate and elect Dr. Daud Ahmed, PhD for Auckland Regional
Migrant Society (currently it is name as Belong Aoteora)Trust Board
Member in 2009. BNZFS first arranged a mega musical concert
performed by renowned singer Rezwana Chowdhury Bonnaya with
the help of Rani Aklima (Shurodhuni Academy of Rabindra Sangeet)
in Auckland on 19 October 2009.
BNZFS has never stopped producing qualitative works with
qualitative representations and uplifting Bangladeshis image in New
Zealand. These endeavours will continue!!
(NB: This is the most edited and limited version of the history of BNZFS. Full
version of history can be found on webpage at www.bnzfs.org) shortlywriter.

See next column

Sponsored/Supported by

BNZFS’s some programs & activities

Disclaimer:
The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the BNZFS’s official policy or position or its
publication committee. Therefore, BNZFS does not hold any responsibilities expressed any content written by the authors.
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Deshi Whisper is a monthly Newsletter of Bangladesh New Zealand Friendship Society Inc (BNZFS)
Editor in Chief: Dr. Mohammed Islam (Shakhu), Editor:TBA , Ayojon & Newsletter Editorial Board.
Publisher: BNZFS Publication Committee. Address: 3 Rowe Street, Onehunga, Auckland 1023, New Zealand.
For Correspondence: Email: ayojon.newsletter@gmail.com PO Box: 16032, Sandringham, Auckland 1351, NZ.
Please visit our webpage: www.bnzfs.org

